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Its about time

Punished twice?

The Santos Manual Student
Union opens in gala fashion.

K risty Evans
Staff Writer

events were educational for the
Malikah Riley
communitY to pass on knowledge
Staff Writer
of the tribes' Santos Manuel.
It is the moment we've all
The ceremony began at I 0:45
been waiting for! The new Santos a.m. starting with Bird Singing
Manuel Student Union is officially from the San Manuel tribe singers.
open.
Afterward, Vice President Dr.
After two years of remodeling Frank L. Rincon welcomed everythe student union, students and one to the building, followed by
staff have been anticipating its new remarks from Corey Jackson, chair
appearance.
of the Student Union's board of
On April 6, everyone was directors. Finally, the ribbon was
invited to attend the grand opening cut.
of the Student Union.
The student union provided
"The reason for this ceremony food, cake and apple cider.
is to show diversity of the campus
Stilt walkers were seen
and to . bring the community throughout the event and people
together," said James Ramos, San gathered to the sounds of music
Manuel tribal singer.
performed by DJ's and live bands.
Ramos also said that such . Continued Pg. 3

·..

Krystal Kunath/Chronicle

San Manuel Tribal Singers sang traditional bird songs at the
opening.

Aid at stand· still
Communication, receives the Pell
Grant and subsidized and unsubsidized loans to help pay for college.
Almost one million college
Palomino tvorks at a local
students and many others from department store at $12 an hour for
CSUSB may be affected by $12 20 hours a week and used her loan
billion cuts to student aid included to pay $5,000 as a down payment
on a commuter car to travel to
in a recent federal legislati:nn.
The House of Representatives campus from Ontario.
approved H.R. 609 on March 30 to
"They say we have equal
reauthorize the Higher Education · opportunities to go to college, but
how is the average middle class
Act over the next five years.
It includes a number of provi- and lower class student going to
sions that will affect students, but get a degree if loans are cut back?"
doesn't help to make college more said Palomino.
accessible or affordable ..
"It's really unfair for students
Araceli Palomino, a CSUSB like myself who have to work and
senior majoring in Human Continued Pg. 2

Almost 200,000 students have
been denied financial aid due to a
provision in the Higher Education
Act (HEA) sinc;-2000.
The provision states that any
student or potential student who
has had a previous drug conviction
will not be eligible for financial
aid assistance.
The ACLU and a major student
organization have said "this is
unacceptable." The Students for
Sensible Drug Policy (SSDP) in
conjunction with the ACLU
recently filed a lawsuit against
Secretary of Education Margaret
Spellings in an effort to gain support to strike down the law which
bars students with prior drug convictions from receiving financial
aid.
According to the SSDP website,
"The law punishes individuals
twice for the same infraction." The
website also asserts that "Atfectecl
students have already been dealt

with by the 'criminal justice system. Taking away their' access t9 ·
education after they've already
I
paid their debt to society is unnecessary. This violates the 'doub.Je
jeopardy clause' of the Fifth
Amendment."
"Young people should not be
punished twice for the indiscretions many of our nation's leaders
got away with," said Kris Krane,
executive director of the SSDP in
the March 27 press release. "Far
too many students have lost th(}tr
education as collateral d~mage i'~
the war on Drugs, it is time to
stand up and take our aid back,"
said Krane.
The lawsuit filed by the ACLU
and SSDP calls for the government
to step in and change
eliminate
the provision in the HEA stating it
is "unconstitutional." Many SSDP
activists believe that the provision
unfairly discriminates against
would-be students trying to get
their lives back on track.
According to the complaint
Continued Pg. 2
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Daniel McKay
Staff Writer

,

Danlel McKay/Chronicle

.Adriana Chavez and Claudia Posy in front of the financial ~id
office discussing the availability of the loan programs. -

new Health Science building gives
a chance to all nursing majors to
get hands on experience with new
The new Health Science technology.
' Building now under construction
"Modem equipment for the
' at Cal State San Bernardino's Palm nursing program will include
Desert Campus will be the first classrooms and computer labs, as
building to provide scienc~ labs for . well as SIM Labs, which have
all students.
.... computer full, live-size human
They will include facilities for mannequins," said Fred Jandt,
the school's nursing programs, as PDC Dean.
"The facilities will give for
well as biology and chemistry. The

students a chance to practice in a
realistic settings, since the computer mannequins have a heart beat, a
pulse, they breath, and also speak,"
Jandt said. The technology will ·
help students considerably.
The facilities will be located
adjacent to .Indian Wells, along .
Cook Stre~t. Not only will this
new
building
benefit
the
nursing/science majors, but other
PDC-enrolled students.

,..------,

Yesenia Marth1ez/Chronicle

Students have adjusted to seeing construction sites on campus as a part of everyday life.

Kristy Evans/Chronicle::

Participants of the 2006

~conomics Challenge.

.....

;:::

Economic challenge·:~~

:Palm Desert recieves hea.lth grant
Yesenia Martinez
~ Staff Writer

·>

High .school students from
across California gathered on campus last week for the 6th Annual
Economics Challenge.
The CSUSB hosted event featured a "college bowl-style" meet,
complete wi'th head-to-head competition. The yearly event, which
made its debut back in 2000, was
organized by the California
Yesenia Martinez/Chronicle
Council on Economic Education
Pay attention of construction (CCEE) with the goal of increasboundaries on campus.
ing student interest in economics.
If any Heath issue is to be
One of CSUSB's own, profesconducted, the facilities of the . sor Jim Charkins, has been the
Health Center will take charge in executive director of the CCEE, a
the matter.
non-profi t organization which
This will benefit all students strives to promote economic literathat may need aid in some sort of cy in the classroom.'
way. Students do not need to worry ·
Professor Charkins has been
about paying any fees when in the Executive Director of the
Council for ten years. According
need· of the facility, ail fees are
paid upon registration.
to Charkins, "Students who com"The Health Science Building pete in the Economics Challenge
is to begin construction no later at CSUSB usually go on to the
than December of this year," Jandt National Finals."
Sllid. The building should be done
The Economic Challenge
by 2008.
blends academics and excitement
Eight cities in the Coachella with two featured divisions of
competition, the Adam Smith
Valley are providing funds for the
construction of the Health Science Division for advance placement,
Building,
international baccalaureate and
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honors students, and the David
Ricardo Division for students
enrolled in a single semester economics class.
This year, students from Dos
Pueblos, Ponderosa, and Lincoln
High S~hools participated in the
challenge event.
During the competition, students try t0 surpass one anothe~ by
answering multiple economics ·
questions. The questions are then
categorized according to topic into
four different rounds including
microeconomics, macroeconomics, international economics and a ·
final Economics Quiz B~wl
Round.The top two teams from the
first three rounds, advance on to
the economics Quiz Bowl Rounli
held near the end of the competi~
tion, which determines the fit1al
winner in both divisions.
This year, Dos Pueblos High
School from Santa Barbara took
first place in the Adam Smit h
Division and Ponderosa High
School won first place in th~
. David Ricardo Division.
· •·'
"This event is really cool and
a great opportunity to meet students from all around," said Dos
Pueblos stUdent
Diane de
.
.
Gramont. "I originally wanted to ·
Continued Pg. 2
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Student aide bill in congress
still take out loans when wealthier
students don't need to worry about
these certain problems."
This bill eliminates the
Leveraging Education Assistance
Partnerships (LEAP) that makes
incentive g.rants to states to
encourage need-based state grant
programs and two of the TRIO
programs. They encourage individuals from disadvantaged backgrounds to enter and complete college and the Perkins Loan program that offers low interest loans.
CSUSB student Adriana
Chavez said that the new tax bill
may affect her and she might have
to find other sources to continue
her education.
Another student, Claudia
Posey, said, "As a mom of two,
with one more on the way, this
could really affect my fmances
badly."
Luke Swarthout, a higher
yducation associate for the State
~P~blic
Interest Research Groups
,,
(PIRGs), said that in addition, the
_Senate budget fre~zes the maximum Pel! Grant at $4,050 for the
' fi~h consecutive year, which in

Correctional literacy program

probation, according to the
Jacob Stark
On March 16, by a vote of 73
2005 was worth almost $300 less ·
CSUSB
Public Affairs.
Staff Writer
to 27, the Senate passed an amen~
than the maximum grant in 2001 .
The young people are brought
"On the heels of$12 billion in ment to restore $7 million in fundA new program helps youths to the CSUSB campus to expericuts to student aid this Feb., ing to education and health pro- in the S~~ Bernardino County ence a college campus environCongress has missed a critical grams.
Probation Department to develop ment; they receive CSUSB T-shirts
The amendment, introduced , reading skills and experience the . and have their literacy needs
opportunity to make college more
affordable," said Jasmine Harris, by Senator Specter and Senator college environment.
accessed by a credentialed speciallegislative director for United Harkin,
will
allow
the
The CSUSB college of ist.
Appropriations Committee fund- Education and the San Bernardino
States Student Association.
After which the teens will
The bill abolishes the single ing to restore several hi~her edu- County Probation Department meet with tutors once a week. The
holder rule, which is an anticom- cation programs to their Fiscal have teamed up to create the pro- goal of the program is to keep the
petitive rule that limits a student's Year 2005 appropriated levels.
gram which works . with young young people from dropping out of
Over the same five-year peri- people, ages 14 - 18, in correction school.
choice of lenders for consolidation
and esfublishes a year round Pell od, the maximum Pell Grant bas facilities who read a't a significantBetter reading abilities can
Grant.lt also eliminates the 90/ 10 increased only 10%, with no ly lower grade level.
lead to better job opportunities,
rules, an anti-fraud measure that increases in the maximum grant
Mary Jo Skillings, director of and a better chance of getting into
prevents fly-by-night colleges during the last five federal budg- the Literacy Center,. said that it is college, according to Skillings. It? /
from r\pping off students, and ets.
the only program where a school aiso presents college as a viable
· Keeping education levels con- and a probation department work option that these kids may not
includes a student speech and
association rights provision that stant between FY06 and. FY07 together.
have considered in the past.
threatens students' free speech would mean less helP' to students
According to the CSUSB
The program came about from
as inflation and college costs a request from San Bernardino Public Affairs, the literacy center
rights, according to Swarthout.
"The single largest higher lower the buying power of the Chief of Police Garrett W. was established with the financial
education issue for American fam- grants and as increased enrollment Zimmon to develop a literacy pro- support of development company
ilies is how to pay for college," spreads student aid even thinner.
gram to help the young people in Watson & Associates.
Swarthout also added, that
said Swarthout.
"It is disappointing .that over the past five years tuition and
Congress would try to pass major fees at public four-year colleges
higher education legislation with- have increased by 40% as many
out seriously addressing the core states cut funding for colleges and
universities.
concern of American families."

Company president JameS'
Watson and his wife Judy current1
ly serve as co-chairs of the College:
of Education's
"Tools fof.
Education" Campaign.
!
The campaign was designecJ:
to help fun,.d the new College o(
Education' building, which wilC
hold its ground- breaking ceremo-'
ny Friday, April 21, at 10:30 a.m.; ·
The building will house a neW:
literacy center that will afford stu-.
dents the opportunity to utilize the:
facilities; the center will be able tO:
facilitate a large amount of stu-:
dents as well, and a summer pro~
gram is in development to helpi
keep students involved over th~
summer break.
For those who would like
more in~ormation, the program
will hold a golf tournament 1 qn
June 5, in Lake Arrowhead.
Proceeds will go to support 1h,e
program. The event is open('to
everyone.

'Continued:

i'he national economics challenge
take psychology but there was no
r6om, so I took economics and
now I am glad that I did, because it
motivates us to go on," said de.
Gramont. The winning team from
tl\.e
statewide
Economics
Challenge will advance to the
Western Regional Economics
Challenge held in Los Angeles on
April 24. During ·the Regional
Economic Challenge winners from
CSUSB's Economic Challenge

will face off against teams from
Hawaii, Idaho, Texas, Utah AZ,
OR, and WA.
Once the winning regional
students are crowned Regional
Champions, the winning team will
be headed to New York in an all .
expense paid trip for the final
national competition on May 21
and 22. The top two winning teams
at the National level will receive
thousands of do!lars in monetary

scholarship prizes. Every team
participating in the national will
receive a trophy. According to the
CCEE website, the council "works
with
the
California
State
University system, other colleges .
and universities and our Centers
for Economic Education to help
teachers implet1lent California
standards, including the economof
the
new
ics
strand
History/Social Science Standards.''
Students Fabriola Fernandez and Araceli Reyna crack open the books.

Continued:

Drqg convictions eliminate federal aide ~
filed by the ACLU and SSDP the
"Students want access to
provision discriminates against money with no limitations," he
students with drug convictions, yet added.
"any non-drug offender, from a
"When you ask your parents
murderer to a shoplifter, can for money, it is not without limitareceive financial aid."
tions and consequences, getting
The complaint counters this money from the government is the
statement by stating, "an individ- same idea," said Archer.
ual who is caught with any amount
Currently the SSDP is trying to
of a controlled substance, includ- enlist students who they believe
ing a small amount of marijuana, have been unfairly discriminated
is automatically denied aid by the · against to join their cause.
federal government."
On March 27,2006, the SSDP
"People want to have their cake sent out a press release stating that
and to eat it too," said psychology they, along with the ACLU, are
major Garrett Archer.
seeking plaintiffs to join their class

action suit.The SSDP website ba!C
even dedicated a specific section;
to the lawsuit with special instr'llC-:
tions for students who have bee~
affected by the HEA provision,. !
"The government does no(
have to give fmancial aid to tbose.with drug convictions," said stu~
dent Ryan Sorba. "Financial aid i~
not a right it is a priviledge," h~
said.
:
The HEA provision can b~
found in Section 438 of the HE~
Amendments of 1998, also known
as the HEA Aid EliminatioB
Provision.
•
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When you're ready to put your knowl.edge and skills to
work in the postgra~uation job market, look to California's
leading wprkers' compensation insurance carrier.
You'll fi~d exciting career opportunities at State Fund,
plus ongoing ways to nurture your professional growthincluding on-th'e-job training that can broaden your skills
and improve your advancement potential. You'll also find
an employer with a solid reputation as an ethical corporat~
citizen and partner in the community.
Get the job that fits your skills today, plus the rewarding
career that can meet your needs tomorrow. Visit
www.scif.com/careers or call us at (415) 703-7407.

Job Opportunities
Administration
Auditing
Business Services
Claims
Communica~ions

Customer Service
Finance & Accounting
Human Resources
·Information Technology
legal
loss Control
Marketing
Underwriting

Jessica Acheson, Kristy Evans, Amber Garlington, Justin Hixson, Jesus
Igualate, Shea Johnson, Ashley A. Jones, Jennifer ~ent, Krystle Kleitz, JaenPaul LaBrada, Lorena Macias, Yesenia Martinez, Daniel McKay, Fortuna
Mehari, Jaymes Merritt, Robert Morgensen, Michelle Organo, Jason Palmer,
Matt Phelps, Malikah Riley, Jacob Stark
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Date.: 03-12-06 Incident: Theft o'
an electric cart and Hit and
with cart, non-injury Description;
At about 2:33 pm, an unknoWB
person(s) took an electric ~
without permission. The &;
•
• belonged to a department in
Health and Physical Educa
(HPE) Building. Later it was dis~
covered that the stolen cart bad;
been involved in an accident, anct
collided with a fixed object in th~
vicinity of the HPE. No damag~
was found on the cart and suspect
:
is unknown at this time.

Rur:
•

..

California State University, San Bernardino
University Hall, UH 037
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, Ca 92407
Office: (909) 537-5289
Advertising: (909) 537-5297
Fax: (909) 537-7585

Date: 03-31-06 Incident: ThreatS:
Description: A CSUSB male stu.:
dent was threatened, via phone, bY.
an out-of state husband of ~
CSUSB female student. The cast:>
is under investigation.

.

•

Disclaimer
· The Coyote Chronicle is published every Friday for distribution on Monday

during the academic session by the Department of Communication Studies,
California State University, San Bernardino.
The opinions expressed in the Chronicle are those of the student writers and
editors and do not reflect the views of the university, its administration, fuculty, or any other perron or institution tmless expressly noted.
· The appearance of any advertisement in the Chronicle does not represent the
Chronicle views.
The Chronicle reserves the right to edit all editorials submitted to the paper.

Date:
· 04-03-06
Incid~ot;
Runaway Juvenile Descripthm~
Officer contacted a juvenile for a;
curfew violation and later fo •
the juvenile to be a runaway. Th~
juvenile was taken home anct ·
released to his mother.
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San ManUel Student Union

.

Krystal KunathfChronicle

Sfudents (from left to right) Justin Mauldin, Rosa Woo and Albert
Cruz helped promote the student book store.
'Pllere was live jazz music and on campus ..There is no fee for sturtlany danced to hip-hop. The dents to use the facility. Clubs and
0SUSB community_had the oppor- organizations set up tables where
tunity to enjoy themselves and feel they could find out more informal
me. There was even a movie tion about the resources available
t where students had the on campus.
ce to watch Fun with Dick
"We get our name out there
Jane ..
People had a chance to get
ther to celebrate this space that
be available to students for
s to come.
Once inside, guest were surded with the feeling of being
corned to the renewed building.
"The event turned out better
than expected and the student
W»on space is well overdue for
~tildents," said Aaron Burgess, stu~ent union maintenance coordina-

and get to introduce students to
Lambda Thata Alpha," said
Vanessa Cruz, who set up a table
with
her
organization.
Recreational sports promoted
intramural signups for students to
be more involved on campus.
The new student union is all
about providing much needed
services for students: you can get a
bite to eat, buy some school supplies, study for a test or meet up
with friends.
"The Grand Opening is a way
to let everyone know that we are
finally here," said one student
union
employee.
Misty
Levingston, schedulitig coordinator for ev~nts, said, "It was hard
work putting this event toge~er,
but it was well .worth it."
Practically everyone who
worked in the student union
workeq on the event. Burgess said
the ribbon-cutting event was
"spectacular" and the student
union looks forward to more excit-

•(Of.

~ The new student union has 15
,
.
h
meetmg rooms t at can accommo~
~ conferences and events.
,
It provides much needed
• pace to clubs and organizations

.

.

Krystal Kunath/Chronicle

Several clubs and organizations were out showing support .

Page 3

The business majors due:
An in depth view of the majors and concentrations within the
Collf!ge of Business and Public Administration:
Amber Garlington
Staff Writer
' ..
The College of Business and
Public Administration provides
over 17 concentrations in both
undergraduate and graduate degree
programs.
The CBPA has prodqced over
13,000 graduates; the majority of
whom live and work in the growing and booming economy of
Southern California, according to
the CPBA website.
Some of the dep~rtments that
are offered throughout the college
of busine·ss are accounting and
fmance, information and decision
sciences, management, marketing,
public administration, MBA
Program, and MPA Program.
The CPBA competes with
some of the best business schools
in the U.S. for its faculty. The
program offers a substantial
Amber Garlington/Chronicle
amount of faculty with 70 full- The College of E}usiness and Public Aministration is located : <;~t
time professors with doctoral Jack Brown Ha,JI.
'
degrees and 40+ highly qualified
This recognition is said to opportunities through unique m~a
business professionals teaching underscore _9Je"'quality of this busi- e.ling programs stock mar~t
part-time.
ness program.
~vesting, real world case stud:e·s,
Accqrding
to
Karen
The CPBA offers year round and research partnerships with tlie
Bowerman, Dean of CPBA, nine- classes, including a surnrr{er ses- college's research and busin~ ~
ty-four percent of our alumni sion, flexible scheduling that centers.
;
responded "Yes!" that they would offers the convenience of day and/
In order to apply, undergradwrecommend our campus to a friend or evening classes, state-of-the art_ ates should submit applications nOll .
who · wished to pursue a degree classrooms showcased by eight later that September 1 for fsUJ,
similar to their own.
computer/instructio~al Jabs and November I for winter, and MaJ;c~
"Strong ties and partnership one open-use lab in Jack H. Brown 15 for spring.
,- 1
are increasing the quality of this Hall.
The specific requirements f~r
progr!1,ID," said Dr. Chang,
· As well as computer resources undergraduate admissio,n are spy~r
Associate Dean and professor.
accessible from on campus and off ified in the online applicat1oq
The graduate and undergradu- campus, course offerings and fac- materials. If you're a graduate sp.tate p~ograms in the CPaA are ulty expertise that permit students dent the application process ta~e~
accredite'd by the American to pursue an assortment of profes- more time. Apply early!
.
Assembly of Collegiate Schools in sional career opportunities, and
For more information ~Q
the n~ion.
·
unique training and learning CPBA visjt www.cpba.csusb.edJJr t

.

We focus on your success through smaller Classes, greater emphasis on the individual and
personalized career development. Mosr notably, we provide a progressive environment
infused with excitement, intellectual challenge and vast opportunity.
As the only AHA-accredited law school in the fast-growing Inland Southern California
region, we offer full- and part-time legal education programs that ~nclude:

• A highly diverse student body.and faculty
• A cooperative learning environment with a strong
sense of community
• Time-honored teaching methods integrated with
the most advanced technology available
I

• An educational emphasis on advocacy and ethics

• Practical training in lawyering skills, including
hands-on experience in law firms and courtrooms
• PJentiful career opportunities in the fastest growing
metropolitan area in the U.S., a region dramatically
underserved by attorneys
• Generous scholarships

COLLEGE OF

LAW

Quality by TraditionTM

To·tind out more, visit us online at

http://law.ulv.edu
or call (877) 858-4529.
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\G et'your cap &gown
p.m. , and will take place in the
Coyote Bookstore.
Discounts will also be available to those who would like to
take advantage of special offers on
packages. Prices are as follows :
Bachelor's cap, gown and tassel is
$30; Master's hood, cap, gown and
tassel is $,55; Honor Cords are $11;
Individual tassels are $6, and all
prices are subject to change. ·
Ceremony tickets will be
available during "Grad Days" in
addition to being obtainable to
print on Webcomm registration
through the Internet.
Around 3,500 seats will be
offered in the Coussoulis Arena,
with overflow tickets for the
Coyote Gym being offered in the
Coyote Bookstore on June 7 at
7:30a.m.
Ticket allowances are as follows: College of Social and
Behavioral Science, 7 tickets;
College of Natural Sciences, 13
tickets; College of Business and
PUblic Administration, 7 tickets;
College of Arts and ·Letters no
tickets required; College of Arts
and Letters, Liberal Studies, 10
tickets; College of Education no
tickets required.
Reduced rates for hotel rooms
at the Quality lnn are also available for students who have out-oftown visitors.
Commencement ceremonies
are scheduled for June 17-18, with
doors opening one hour prior to
the event.
Final
C(\ffimencement
arrangements are ~till pending and
can be found at http://commencement.csusb.edu for future reference.

Courtesy of Grad Days flyer
Co¥ote Bookstore will be hosting Grad Days from April 25-26.

.•.

Vanessa Cruz
it~ft Writer

...

":· June is around the comer and
ih' time to prepare for the event
tllal will be a huge step toward
your future, graduation.
, ~ Communications
major
Nfanlyn Valdez will be graduating
1
Iune.
-:::..! Valdez said "I'm very excited
~...
'
td reach my goal of being the first
iiFiny family to graduate college.
c t I look forward to spending
m1ife years here at CSUSB to comP1ete a Master's degree in Public
ieifations/Marketing. "
1 ~ :. Students who have successful'I~) ¢ompleted the graduation check
~hduld receive notice with registta\'ion information at the beginning of April.
_... :, In order to be eligible for a
gr~duation check, students must
Have fulfilled 135 units towards
their degree.

m

The fee for filing a graduation
requirement check is $25, and can
be completed in the Office of
Records, · Registration
and
Evaluation.
Ruby Gonzalez, a Psychology
and Human Development major
and student assistant for Financial
Aid/Work Study, said, "It is really
important to look into the graduate
program requirements .. . find out
important dates and talk to professors for insight."
Completing the Graduate
Record Examination, GRE, .is
essential for students looking into
a graduate program here at
CSUSB.
"Grad Days " is a time in
which students will be offered
items needed to participate in the
commencement ceremony such as
tickets, caps and gowns, and
announcements.
Grad days are scheduled for
April 25-26, from I 0 a.m. to 8

Be Part of the Pack
Event Calendar
.,
!

April 11-April 22
Aprilll:

April12:

Save a Life Tour
11:00 AM-5:00PM
Student Union Program Board is holding an Interactive Drunk Driving
Simulator.
Snapback
7:00PM-9:30PM
Afrikan Student Alliance will be holding its frrst annual Snapback event
in SMSU-Auditorium 107.

Ji

,.
Lfl
')

oi•

April l3:

Crash
5:30PM-9:30PM
Women's Resource Center will be showing the Academy Award
winning film Crash in the SMSU-Auditoriu.m 107.

il
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April18:

CSUSB Celebrates Earth'q!!Y
12:00 PM-2:00PM ..
Event will include elv"ironmentally friendl1 vendors, speakers on
global warming, clubs, and recycling on CO-Outside Patio. For more
information, please call Green Campus at 909-537-3133.

April19:

Hypnotist Show
8:00AM- 11:59 PM
Student Leadership & Development will be putting on a hypnotist
show in the SMSU.

April22:

20th Annual Environmental Expo Fair
9:00AM- 3:00 PM
Environmental Expo will be held in the Coussoulis Arena. Admission is
free. For more information, visit http://expo.csusb.edu. Complimentary
parking will be available in Lots G-H.

.
Inland Empire canrtOt1tses
are now accepting applications
1or the upcoming term•
.Chapman University College, one of California's most highly
respected universities for adult learners, is also the perfect transfer choice.
New terms start every 10 weeks and our accelerated programs are taught
at convenien t times by professionally and academically a~complished
faculty who are focused on your success.

Elizabeth Tomzik/ Chronicle
Alph a Delta Pi President Jenell Bukky posing with highest bidder Caesar DeMarco.
\

---BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAMS--Computer information Systems (BS) • Criminal Justice (BA) • Health Services Management (BS)
Organizational Leadership (BA) • Psychology (BA)• Social Science (BA) • Sociology (BA)

:•
,•

~------------------------------------------------------------~

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS Computer Information Systems (BS) • Criminal Justice (BA) • Health Services
: Management (BS) • Organizational Leadership (BA) • Psychology (BA) • Social Science (BA) • Sociology (BA) GRADUATE
: • PROGRAMS Criminal Justice (MA) • Human Resources (MS), Human Resources Certificate • Organizational Leadership
:: (MA), Organizational Leadership Certiffcate • Psychology (MA) Marriage and Family Therapy GRADUATE EDUCATION
' •: PROGRAMS Education (MA) Emphases: Curriculum & /nstroction, Educational Leadership and Administration, Instructional
• :; Technology • Teaching: Bementary (MA), Secondary (MA) • Special Education (MA} EDUCATION CREDENTIAL AND
:· CERTIACATE PROGRAMS Multiple Subject • Single Subject • Education Specialist (levels I & II) • Preliminary (Tier Q
Administrative SeJVices • CLAD Certificate • Ryan Professional Clear
4
.
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Not all programs available at all locations

.
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CHAPMAN
UNIVERSITY COLL EGE
INLAND EMPIRE
Moreno Valley

Ontario

22620 Goldencrest Dr.
Suite 105

2890 Inland Empire Blvd.
Suite ito
866-CHAPMAN
www.chapman.edu/ontario

951-697..0111
www.chaprrian.edu/morenovalley

Call toll--free 866--CHAPMAN
Chapman University is cxx:rediled by a nd is a member of the Weslem Association of Schools one/ Colleges.
Teacher tra ining and credential programs are "approved by the Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

Elizabeth Tomzik
Staff Writer
The soror~ty of Alpha
Delta Pi raised over $2,100 for the
Ronald M cDonald House in less
than two hours.
"B id-A-Cheerleader", which
is hosted annually, allows fraternity members to bid on the members
of Alpha Delta Pi to·be their cheerleader during Greek Sports Week
Members of Sigma Chi,
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Sigma Nu, Tau
Kappa Epsilon and Delta Sigma
Phi attended the event in hopes of
having members of Alpha Delta Pi
cheer for them. ·
"I'm just thankful to all of the
Greek organization's who came
out to support us," said
Philanthropy Chair C atherine
Umscheid. "I am amazed at how
much money was raised for the
R onald McDonald Hou!le!"
Bid-A -C heerleader literally
im;olves auctioning off the members of Alpha Delta Pi.
The auctioneer, who was
R ecruitment Vice President Ashley
Baugh, calls the women to tlie
stage.
· "This is the most money I

have ever seen raised since I have
been a member of the Chapter,"
said Baugh .
"It was amazing to see the
members of different fraternities
ban together to have one girl be
their cheerleaa er!"
One particular member of Tau
Kappa Epsilon was especially
noticed for his jeers and his Bid-ACheerleader 1 high bidding. "It's
all for the kids!" he said after yet
again raising a bid higher.
Jesse Rodriguez, who is a
mem ber of Delta Sigma Phi fraternity, and Caesar DeMarco, who is
a member of Sigma N u fraternity,
were the top bidders of the auction.
Rodriguez bid $260 for
Executive Vice President Genevie
Rentschler and DeM arco bid $475
for President Jene ll Bukky.
"Love is priceless," said
DeMarco when asked what motivated him to continue bidding for
Bukky.
.
· The members of Alpha Delta
Pi danced and held raffles in order
to motivate the members of the
fraternities to bid on them .
Lauren Taylor, the sororities
Formal Recruitment C hair performed back flips in hopes to raise

mo re money for the R onald
McDonald House.
"It was j ust so great to see
of the different fraternities
there not only supporting us,
the Rona ld McDonald Hous "
said President Jenell Bukky.
• "Events like these bring un
to the Greek community and i
great to know that Alpha Delta i
could be a part ofthat," Bukky'said
The Ronald M cDonald Hou e
is Alpha Delta Pi's national philanthropy.
Through events such
Swing-A-Thon, where tu«JLuv•••"''"•
the sorority take turns swinging
24 hours, A lpha Delta Pi usually
raises $3,000 for the Ronald
McDonald House.
From the fi nal tally of $2, I
raised at B id-A-Cheerleader, it is
almost certain that the ~omen · · I
exceed the money raised for the
House last year.
"I am j ust so thankful," s
the sororities Philanthropy Ch
"These guys didn't have to co
out and help us, but they did.
And even more so, they
helped the Ronald McDonald .
House and brought out the Gr
unity from their Chapters." .

1
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!Spiritual health
perfect harmony and has returned
to one's original nature.
Wu-wei is the essence of the
teachings of Tao Te Ching. It consists of action through in-action.
Their age old example is a man
standing still in a river. To an
observer it would appear that he is
taking no action, but in reality he is
letting the stream do all the work
by not struggling against it. Thus,
he has taken action long before
others see the need•for him to take
action. ·
One of the main focuses of
Taoism is self-transformation. It
asks that its followers observe the
world around them in order to

Jessica Acheson
Staff Writer .

understand how in' its natural state
it works together in harmony.
Some of th,e main practices
include meditation and deep contemplation. Retreating into the
quietness of nature for periods of
time is highly suggested in order to
bring ones inner self to a balance.
Ultimately, the goal of Taoism
is to bring the universe and all that
it contains to a balance.
If you ask any Taoist, he will
say that Taoism is "not a religion,
nor a philosophy it is a 'Way' of
life." If you are seeking a handbook for health and happiness,
Taoism just may be what you're
looking for.

The Yin Yang, it is a symbol
hat is visually well known
fhroughout the world, but most
people have no idea what exactly it
means or where it originated. It is
'a symbol of the balance of opposites in the universe.
When one outweighs the other
there is confusion and chaos in the
universe. It is the most common
graphic symbol of the Taoist theology, which is a religion that has
shaped Chinese culture for over
2,000 years.
Scholars Lao Tzu and Chuang
Tzu are the most pro~nent religious figures. They devoted their
lives to attaining balance and inner
peace.
During ~ time of great warfare
Lao Tzu. wrote the Tao Te Ching.
Jfe wrote the book in hopes that it
might aid in bringing peace to the
iverse and an end to all conflict.
is became the original book of
ao.
The Tao Te Ching contains
les and suggested forms of livg. Some parts of it are considred to closely resemble the 10
Commandments from the Bible.
One of the well-known phrass of the Tao Te Ching is, "I am
ood to the man who is good to .
be, likewise, I am also good to the
pad man."
The Tao is the "force" that
flows through everything in the
u.niverse. A state of perfect happiJ).ess can only be achieved when
the Tao is in balance.
Cou rtesy edu.dia.org
Te is the expression of the Tao
within all things. Once one has The Yin Yang is well known throughout the world, but its true
achieved te then one has obtained meaning -is often misplaced among common misconceptions.
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In as LITTLE as 9 Months*

The College of Education at CSUSB
Lets You Touch the Future
We offer program options in:
• Elementary and Secondary Education
• Bilingual Education (with a Master's Degree)
• Special Educafion (with a Master's
,. Degree)
....
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Jennifer Kent
Office of Technology Transfer and Commercialization, Communications Manager Greg Zerovnik. ·

On-campus organization making new technology work for usJennifer Kent
Staff Writer

A
recent
technological
advancement promoted by the
Office of Technology Transfer &
Commercialization (OTTC) is
promising to clean up our ground
water. This remedy to our notoriously contaminated water will not
orpy extract harmful perchlorates,
but will also ylleviate our current
burden of secondary waste. Its
imp~ication would drive down the
' ·
cost of our water bills.
The OTTC is a company
based on campus that commercializes military technology. The
OTTC aids in the development of
military technology by putting
military officials in contact with
organizations in academia and the
private sector. They also aid academia ~nd businesses in marketing, research and funding.
,Military leaders . continuously
work with the OTTC by communicating their technological needs.
· The OTTC enters this information
into its database, matching them at
various points with the projects of
their clients.
Matches are ranked according
to their similarity and the top scorers are granted an opportunity to
demonstrate their product for a
panel of OTTC professionals.
These panels are comprised of
highly skilled experts including .a
. medical doctor, a communications
expert, a water department manager, and various university officials.

Panelists grade the demonstration cies and other large clients'.
and the highest collective grade is Furthermore, $4.02 million dollar~
awarded a grant of $75,000 to have been funded by the OTTC to
$100,000 to be used towards tech- create products successful enou~
nological . development or the t@ earn $18.8 million dollars mpry.
development and marketing of· a from outside sources.
, -.~
_
prototype. ·
Currently, the OTIC is plan"The·prototypes use technolo- ning to hold a seminar to addws
gy that is already proven in a lab the problem of perchlorate C9Dj
and appliej-"it to the real world," plrtlination of our ground water.
said Greg Zcrovnik, OTTC's The remedy proposed by OTJ'C(1
Communication Manager. .
and the Center for Environmet;J.tW.
This prototype is funded; mar- Microbiology (CEM) is called a
keted and researched by the bioreactor. It has thus far W?T
OTIC. Business mentoring and duced
extremely
promisi9g
market research is also done to results. The implications will 'fl~{
'
,J
only make our drinking water
boost product success.
The OTTC has 40 clients who safer, but will also cut the costs_ of
are dealing with 43 different tech- cleaning up contamination whico
II
One client, Nova will drive down the costs of o-ur
nologies.
.h
Research & Development of water bills.
•
I •
Riverside, has developed an X-ray .
"The EPA and the wate{ comwith more energy efficient impli- panies already know about this
cations in addition to a higher res- technology. Now it's a matter· 9f
olution color image with assis- promoting awareness to the pub~
lie," said Zerovnik.
'·
tance from the OTIC.
GEM Power of Redlands has
The seJl!inar is being hosted
developed a battery ch~gei with a by the OTIC and th:e Water
chip that moflitors the battery's sta- Resources Institute on April 2!,
tus to prevent over and under- from 12 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. in the
charging.
Santos Manuel Student Unio~.
American Biohealth Group Lunch and a TGIF reception will
has engineered a pill that has be included.
Tickets are regularly $50, but
recently seen extensive use in Iraqi
battlefields to prevent hearing loss. the sponsorships from Tetra TecJ? •
The success of the OTIC's EC, In~., West Valley Water
work has done quite a bit for the District and TRC have arranged
Inland Empire. Aside from fund- for free admission and food to !h~ ·
ing local research and develop- students and faculty of CSUSB. ~
ment labs, it has also helped Inland Phone registration i.s required by
Empire companies obtain large April19 for all who plan to attend,
contracts with government agen- To register, call (909) 537-7766.

FOR INFORMATION CONTACT:

San Bernardino Camp._s
• Elementary*, Secondary, and Bilingual Education
·
Faculty Office Bldg., Room 126
(909) 537-5650 or (909) 537-5603
• Special Education
·Faculty Office Bldg., Room 146, (909) 537-5621

Palm Desert Campus
• Credential and Graduate Programs in Education
Indian Wells Center, Room 102
(760) 341-2883 ext. 78108
orj760) 341-2883 ext. 78109
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Call(ornia State University San Bernardino
Visit our website at www.csusb.edu/coe/ for more details
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Accredited by NCATE and CCTC
.

.

*Bachelor's degree and subject matter competency required
CSET coaching is available (http://rimspi.csusb.edu)
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www.caglecartoons.com j
What is this world coming to? First political offices of all kinds, now our everday news anchors...
1

(])o you have story ideas for tlie J{ea[tli/Science or
Opinion/Editoria[Sections?
Ca[[ tfie Clironic[e at (909) 573-5289
or send an emai[ to tlie editors at s6cliron@csus6. edu
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Image photo (left) by Jaen-Paul LaBradaJChronicle. Sculpture photo (right) by Mary Hale Visser.

Rapid prototyping begins with a two-dimensional image (L) an<;l results in sculpture, as seen in Elona Van Gent's "Rover."

The fut·ure of art as we know it?
Jaen-Paul LaBrada
Staff Writer

New, exciting, mind blowing
art is j ust a stone's throw away at
Fullerton
the CSUSB Robert
M useum located next to the Visual
Arts building.
The museum is currently
exhibiting the art from 20 international artists 'in the "International

V

:~
Image photo (top) by Jaen-Paul LaBrada/Chronicle.
Sculpture photo (bottom) by Mary Hale Visser
• • :"'The Circle of Life," by Mary Hale Visser is another highlight.

"CBU believes in me.~'
'led .\luocr.n·99 T, ·'' f·m•..: 6,•tlmti.JI. '(}() MS. 1-'.tfucattOII

· l'uiiJ,, . lu)()I 'Jt'<td1rr
R"

.-

.,~,,/,• H~ri{i

d IKJO/ Di.tri(t

Rapid Prototyping Sculpture
Exhibition,"
According to a CSUSB press
release, the exhibit's curator, Mary
Ha le Visser, stated that the artists
"chose to explore a new technology, a new process, and to relinquisfi seductive hands-on contact
in creating their three dimensional

k,;ms."
\

These small sculptures were
all once just a mere thought in their
'respective artist's minds. But with
technological advances slowly
crossing into the world of art,
artists are finding newer, faster and
more cost effective ways of creating and displaying their masterpieces.
,.
Rapid prototyping (RP) makbs
it poss ible to transform twodimensional images into threedimensional sculptures- affording
artists to create works that may not
have been possible any other way.
According to Dr. Francine
Koslow Miller, author of "Mind
Into · Matter:
New
Digital
Sculpture," the technology to do

rapid prototyping has been around
since the late 1980s. lt was initially used by toy and automobile
manufactures to "create inexpensive, rapidly produced parts and
models for projects" at a cost
effective rate.
Today, however, RP applications are being widely used in jewelry,
architecture,
surgery,
weapons and military design and
manufacturing.
Imagine needing a knee or hip
r~p1aced and being able tO tnake a
cppy of one, No need to imagine, it
has already been done. The images
must first be scanned, drawn or
downloaded. These images are
then saved to a 3-D computer
aided drafting (CAD) program and
then loaded into an RP sy tern that
will transfonn the designed image
into an actual object, via lasers or
forced injection using an epoxy
resin or ink-jet powder. The end
product after the material has hardened is an exact tangible replica of
the original digital image.
·
Some of the works on exhibit
I

are "Rover" by Elona Van Gent, a
piece that 1 believe many wi ll find
interesting in an odd, yet pleasing
sort of way. "Twister" by Dan
Collins is a self-portrait with a
northern hemispherical 'twist.' You
will know what I mean when you
sec it. Also exceptional is "The
Circle of Life," by the curator.
Mary Hale Visser, that depicts her
feelings toward a woman's place in
the world.
Rapid Prototyping te~bnolo
ha not only helped artist purs
another medium of expression, b t
is a very exciting addition to the
world as a whole. It is now even
more possible than before to have
anything your heart desires. All
you need is an imagination and a
vision, and it can be yours for the
taking, even if it is only a few inches talL
What will we think of next?
The free exhibition runs through
May 13, Go check out the exhibit
so you can tell your kids one day,
"Oh ya, I was there when they first
started doing that."

/

.., knewth.·tt jobs\\~ oot mere~ BuT Jw.um.>d., ~lrectand~c:by a
etrt'\"1' r'Ului a m.1.~1"'~ dcgr«.l dl<)Stto b ·me foundation for tn)'
'~rttt ~t C8U hct-au~ of che Chri. tian environment and tht
qu.diry ~ducacion they o(fer. The individual atttntion <\nd
Qlt11ity ~on CBU pro~ · of'fet wa~nted dlt inv~untnr.
My CSU pmk · \\CI\' .:. JX>nS and p\>e n •the 1ppoct I~ ro
krt'P goo1g and llnJSh. 'The>• ~l\'e n more ~n a degree -chcy p
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Choo ·e from a range of premium quality
ma tcr'. degree · and redcntial program :
• CounS4:Iing P y~hology
• ( oim. ding ~ ftni~rr ·
• l~dm;auon
• E11 li-.h
• Kinesiology

• MBA
• Mu ic
• Public Admmisrration
• Teaching!Admin. Credential

Image photo (left) by Jaen-Paul LaBrada/Chronicle. Sculpture photo (right) by Mary Hale Visser,

"Twister," by Dan Collins, is a unique self-portrait, with articulate detai l and form.
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Talk about
busy schedule!!

.Cello and
•
plano
to
musical
fame

John D. Halcon
Guest Writer

Robert Mogensen
Staff Writer

Two former "Alumni of the
Year" returned to CSUSB to perfornl works by Bach, Debussy and
Shostakovich, as well as a few
other pieces.
Michele Brosseau-Tacchia,
cellist, and Michael Tacchia,
pianist, combined their musical
talents in 1972 and formed the
Brosseau-Tacchia Duo. The <;ouple
married in 1.980 and have brought
music to their community with
their participation in the
San Bernardino Symphony.
The performance, which was
part of CSUSB's First Wednesdays
concert series, began with the short
. composition, "Adagio," by J. S.
Bach. It was originally written by
Benedetto Marcell, but was adapted · by Bach and used for the basis
of an arrangement for cello. The
piece was calm and relaxing, and
set a peaceful mood
for the night.
The next piece, "Sogetto
Cavato," was specifically written
for the duo by Richard Saylor of
CSUSB. The piece was very
abstract and quite different from
the rest of the pieces. Before they
performed his music, Michael
Tacchia mentioned that the score's
writer was in the audience.
My favorite piece of the night

P ann

7

Robert Mogensen/Chronicle

Michele Brosseau-Tacchia and Michael Tacchia, after their grand First Wed nesday performance.
was "Sonata for Cello and Piano"
by Claude Debussy. This was my
first concert in which there was
only a cello and a piano perfomling and 1 thought the instruments
flowed elegantly.
The sonata was part of a projected six sonatas that Debussey
was commissioned to write.
Unfortunately, this piece was the
third and final number he finished
before he died of cancer in 1918.
The next piece of tne perfonnance was "Pampeana #2" by
Alberto Ginastera~ The music was
comprised of fiercely charged
rhythms and melodies, which were
hard to ignore. The piece left an
excitement in the air as the per-

formers took a break for intermisSion.
The final number of the night
was "Sonata for Cello and Piano
Op. 40," written by Dimitri
Shostakovicb.
This
sonata
explored the entire range of the
cello and really displayed Michele
Brosseau's playing ability.
Both Brosseau and Tacchia
were accepted to the New England
Conserv!ltory of Music for graduate study after receiving their
Bachelor of Arts degrees form
California State University, San
Bernardino.
f
In 1997, CSUSB named
Brosseau
and Tacchia
the
University's A lumni of the Year.

Parent oo

Orange and San Bernardino Counties

Both have gained esteem as a
duo as well as soloists. Michele
Brosseau has performed as a
soloist and chamber musician in
Vienna, Boston, Los Angeles and
Mexico. Michael Tacchia has
played throughout the United
States, Europe and Mexico.
Ms. Brosseau bas been noted
by critics for her "astounding bow
control," "beauty and richness of
tone" and · was named the Most
Valuab le Player by the San
e"mardino Symphony Guild.
Mr. Tacchia has also been
praised by the critics for the "songlike sweetness of his tone" and his
"stylistic mastery of works spanning 4 centuries."
r -Everyone-interesteti in-explor:ing different genres of music is
encouraged to look into the Series
of concerts held on the first
Wednesday of every month.
For ticket information contact
the bo~ office at (909) 537-7516.

Cc:J UN

Dhrifiman Philip is described
by his close frie11ds as laid back
and short spoken. Yet, under a
microscopic view, the Cal State
San Bernardino senior is far from
such.
One quarter from reaching his
~achelor's Degree in Information
Management, the 24-year-old is on
the verge of entering a new field:
the music industry.
Philip will not be entering the
music industry with a microphone
on his hand or singing rhythmic
lyrics to the crowd - instead he will
be parked backstage when the
lights dini and the show begins as
the promoter.
"I like this job because I am
doing this for my client as ·if he
was truly m:r·friend ," said Philip,
referring to_ . his . artist Mr.
Caribbe_~;· who is scheduled to
appear lit Club Sevilla on April 13.:
"I am on his side regardless of
what happens to the show."
Phi lip booked his first show
with Mr. Caribbean on Feb. 27 at
Club Red Square, which is located
near Hollywood. ·The show rendered a low turnout, but it didn't
discourage Philip from attempting
another shot to showcase his artist.
"I really didn't want to give up
after that show," said Phi lip, who
hails from an indigenous tribe in
Bangladesh: "I
know
Mr.
Caribbean has a really great style
of music [Reggaeton], and his
style is just unlike most f've heard
in the R eggaeton music:"
Reggaeton music is not a popular form of music in the United
States, but with the forthcoming of
s ingers like Daddy Yankee,
famous for the song "Rompe," and

rv

San B ernardin o County is hiring:
Probation Officers
Prob ation Correction s Officers
Contact: recruiter@ prob.sbcounty.gov
# 909 I 38'1-6173
www.sbcounty.gov/probation

Shaka Black and Tony Haze, "N<l
Hay Mas Na Que Habl~" ·
Reggaeton is ¥}'on to become fi!Oi~
common in the. radio.
,
"This styic of music is gonnd
be hot," boasted Philip. "I don'
understand Spanish much but ~ · ·
really like Reggaeton."
,
According
to
Philip
Reggaeton music is quite new an
untapped which is why promoti}l
the music is quite often difficu
The music is deeply rooted fro ·
Puerto Rico, but the style is al Q
mixed with Jamaican reggae afl
Latin dancehall.
In addition to Philip's boo~
and promoting activities with .~
Caribbean, Philip also serve~:Q:!
the US Army Reserve. A me~S,:
of the 489th Mainten~~
Squadron for four years, P~A!
enjoys juggling his sche4i~
between school, army and m~~
promotion.
• •
"The music business is
tough. It takes a lot of trial a~
error, but the army is also toug~
said Philip, who is currently r ' ·
tered for 24 units. "[T]hen a~f
life is full of challenges."
:: •
For now, let us just say i~
Philip is the same laid back •
short spoken person regard ·
whether he's in the army or bell~ ·
••
the stage.

Courtesy of www.xome.net

Balancing it all is a true feat.

1
I

Read the Coyote
Chronicle available on newsstands around
campus ever y
Monday.

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
IT ON YOUR RESUME.

1 APPOINTMENT ·

/
.1 HOUR

1 YEAR OF BIRTH CONTROL*

1 ·800 .. 230-PLAN

.F i nd out m ore about Army ROTC's Summer Leader's Training Course!

.
.

Cont act Major L emon s at 909-537-5533, email klemons@csu s b.edu or visit csusbarmyrotc.com
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Make friends
with P.A .S. 0 .
Michelle Organo
Staff Writer
Lubos Pbilipino American
Student Organization (P.A.S.O.)
was developed to increase cultural
awareness at CSUSB and surrounding communities.
Krystle Kleltz/ Chronicle
According to their constituThe Lesbian/Gay/Bisexualrrransgender campus resourse Pride Center organized a poetry slam.
tion, the members of Lubos
P.A.S.O CSUSB developed the
organization to preserve and
spread the Filipino and Filipino
American culture.
individual even read a blog. Many
pride center.
Krystle Kleitz
Recently chartered in 200 1,
It
was
stated
by
the
promotindividuals prefer the benefits of
Staff Writer
the welcomes students and noners and poets that poetry is a way
spoken word poetry because one
• students of any race, ethnicity, sexThe dimly lit room throbs
to be heard and make a difference. is able to reach im extensive array
ual orientation, gender and age.
with anticipation as the next poet
"Poetry is the newest form of
of individuals in comparison to
Those who want to have fun
strides towards the stage; she
printed poetry. The poetic interacactivism," said Toi.J'hibodeaux,
as
well
as know more about
steps up, introduces herself and
the program assistant in the Pride
tion itself is also far more personFilipino
culture
are more than welinitiates her time on stage by
alized.
Center.
join
the
club.
come
to
screaming and panting while readEach poet's ambiance and
There was enough entertainAngelica
Jones,
the club's
in'g a passionate display and mesment and intellectual stimuli to .
words held a different message;
president, said, ."We're a social
sage of the abstract nature of her
some spoke on differential perappeal to all audiences, and th~
organization that offers a second
poetry.
spectives towards love, heartache, crowd left appeased and poeticalfamily.
There is always a guaran• :The Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/
ly enlightened.
and sex while other individuals'
She continued,
teed
laugh."
Transgender campus resource
The Pride Center is located
poetry entailed war, politics, and
"Friendships
are
what they're all
Pride Center organized the "Queer the disillusionment of the
on the second floor of the student
about."
as Coffee Poetry Slam" on
·
American dream.
union in suite number 223, next to
The club bas meetings and
Wednesday, April 5.
The event "Queer As Coffee," the pub. If students .are interested
events
to bring together Filipino
•, · The event included a stylistic
in attending the next poetry event
maintained an open minded aura,
and
Filipina
Americans in cultural
jazz band, free and tasty food, and with an abundance of respect and
they are always looking for more
CPC, an event that
events
like
the
an extensive amount of skilled
poets/performers so feel free to
positive feedback.
will
be
held
on
May 13.
and' passionate poets. Queer as
contact them.
Queer as coffee is an open
CPC,
the
Celebration of
Coffee was held in a darkened
mike event which occurs once a
Filipino Culture, will be held in
room next to the Coyote Express
quarter and welcomes anyone to
the Performing Arts Center.
inside the Student Union.
express themselves on the mike.
/
There are two separate shows:
. The purpose of the event was
A multitude of individuals attendone
at 2 p.m. and the other at 7
to provide and inspire awareness
ed the event and many tried their
p.m.
Ticket prices range from $8and thought. "We should be makhand at the mike.
$12.
ing culture instead of consuming
The poetry itself varied from

Poetry spoken with 'Pride'

culture," said Angela A~bell of the

This Day in
History
April10
1960 The U.S. Senate passed
the Civil Rights Bill.
2000 Ken Griffey Jr. became
the youngest player in baseball history (o reach 400 home
runs. He was 30 years, 141
days old.
2001 Jane Swift took office
as the first female governor of
Massachusetts.

Aprilll
18.14 - Napoleon was forced
ro·abdicate his throne. The
allied European nations had
marched into Paris on March
30, 1814. He was barushed to
the island of Elba.
Courtesy of lubospaso.com
1947 - Jackie Robinson
Members of Lubos P.A.S.O.
became the first black player
At the celebration, you'll
in major-league history. He
enjoy a "mixture of cultural and
played in an-exhibition game
modem dancing with acting", said
for the BrooklYn Dodgers.
Jones. This year's theme is Real
1970 - Apollo 13 blasted off
World: West Co\rina.
on a mission to the moon that
•
I
.
Other upS5)mtng events to
was disrupted when an explolook out fj?r are a beach trip an~ ~ ,
sion
crippled the spacecraft.
benefit C'oncert. The beach tnp, '
The
astronauts
did return safe"B.Y.O.B .: Bring Your Own
ly.
Banig" will be held on June 3.
There will be games and a bon fire.
The plans are still in the making for the benefit concert.
Howev'er, the plans- are for it to go
on in the summer, and the proceeds will be donated to Saint
Jude's Children Hospital.
If you are interested in more
information on this club, visit their
website at www.lubospaso.com, or
contact them at their club email
address lubospaso@yahoo.com.

April12
1811 The first colonists
arrived at Cape
Disappointment, Washington.
1938 The ·first U.S. law
requiring a medical test for a
marriage license was enacted
in New York.
1992 Disneyland Paris
opened in Marne-La-Vallee,
France.

free verse to rhyming and one

Apri113
1964 Sidney Poitier became
the first black to win an Oscar
for best actor. It was for his
role in the movie "Lilies of the
Field."
1997 Tiger Woods became
the youngest person to win the
Masters Tournament at the age
of21.
1998 Dolly, the world's first
cloned sheep, gave natural
birth to a healthy baby lamb.
April 14th
1865 U.S. President Abraham
Lincoln was assassinated in
Ford's Theater by John Wilkes
Booth. He actually died early
the next morning.
1939 The John Steinbeck
novel "The Grapes of Wrath"
was first published.
1981 America's first space
shuttle, Columbia, returned to
Earth after a three-day test
flight. The shuttle orbited the
Earth 36 times during the mission.
April 15th
1817 - The first American
school for the deaf was
opened in Hartford, CT.
1850 - The city of San
Francisco was incorporated.
1912 - The ocean liner Titanic
sank at 2:27a.m. in the North
Atlantic after hitting an iceberg the evening before. 1,517
people died and more than
700 people survived.
1923 - Insulin became generally available for people suffering with diabetes.

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 14 AT ATHEATER NEAR YOU!
ADVANCE TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT

www.s cARY MOVIE.COM

~.

OR AT A THEATER N E AR YOU.

April 16th
1862 - In the U.S., slavery
was abolished by law in the
District of Columbia.
1912 - Harriet Quimby
became the first woman to fly
across the English Channel.
1987 - The U.S. Patent Office
began allowing the patenting
of new animals created by
genetic engineering.

\
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CSUSB Celebrates Earth Day
Michelle Organo
Staff Writer
CSUSB's
Environmental
EXPO is celebrating 20 years of
environmental education. CSUSB
holds the Largest Environmental
EXPO's in Southern California.
This free event has an annual
attendance of more than 8,000
people.
The event will be the largest
outreach event on campus, according to Dr. Darleen Stone.
Dr. Stoner is the Director of
the event and a professor of environmental education on campus;
she also added that there is a master's program that allows students
to be involved in many of these
events.
This event will. be held on
April 22, 2006 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
at Cal State · San Bernardino's
Coussoulis Arena. Along witp free
admission, attendees can park free
of cost in lots E-H.
The event will celebrate Earth
Day by recycling cell phones, aluminum cans and tennis shoes, and
by collecting 20 California CRY

recyclables from each person who
attends. In exchange for the 20
recyclable items you can receive a
mug and 65 cent drinks with free
refills.
The Gre~n Earth Club will
also be accepting used ink cartridges. The tennis shoes will be
recycled for use in sport floors in
order to give them that springy
feeling. They will also be used for
the padding under carpets.
Many exciting events will
happen during this day. For example, the Env·ronmental EXPO will
take an aerial group photo of attendees in the shape of an owl, the
program's , ascot, by helicopter. In
the past, t;lie groups have spelled
out the word 'love' and even
formed tne recycling symboL
If anyone wants to be a part of
this memorable shot be sure to
head over to the grassy area where
the old temporary·gym used to be
at 10:30. The picture will be taken
at 11 :30 and tell all your friends to
go with you because they need
hundreds of people to make this
look as beautiful as possible.
More than one hundred

I .

Courtesy of www.ocean.washington.edu
Celebrate Earth Day with CSUSB on April 22, 2006.

exhibits will be displayed at the
event with free giveaways. An
educational fun fair for the whole
family will be available as well.
There will also be a car exhibit that will show Toyota, Honda,
and Ford hybrids and hydrogenfueled cars. There will be a total of
eight cars, including a bio-diesel
vehicle that is run on vegetable oil.
Be sure to stop by the car exhibits
if you want any information on
these cars of the ·future.
Dr. Stoner said, "There will be
several very knowledgeable people there to answer any questions."
"It's · a celebration of Earth
Day, there are a lot of events and
students can see what environmental education is all about," said Ada
Ramirez, event coordinator.
The EXPO needs volunteers to
come help out with the event. Each
volunteer will receive an official
Environmental EXPO certificate
and a commemorative 20fh annual
shirt.
There will be several environmental companies in attendance
that will be giving out information
to college students in need of a job
after graduation. It will be a great
event for those interested in a
career involved with the environment.
The goal of the EXPO is to
celebrate a sense bf community,
raise awareness ·of current and
global environmental issues, and
engage' in hands-on experience.
"I liked the interaction with
local public agencies and with students," said Michael Cook of
Kleinfelder, 2004 EXPO Partner,
according to http://expd.csusb.edu.
For more information go to
http://expo.csusb.ed9 or call Ada
Ramirez; at (909) 537-5681:

The Department of State urges young Americans to use caution when traveling out of the nation.

Vacation with
Ashley A. Jones
Staff Writer
Department of state warns
young Americans on the importance of obeying foreign laws
when traveling.
As spring and summer
approaches, many college students
will travel to foreign countries for
a vacation.
Although many of them go in
anticipation of an enjoyable and
exciting experience, a large number of them may come back with a
criminal record.
This may occur due to the
possession of illegal drugs, alcohol, reckless behavior and preventable accident!>.
The
State
Department's
Bureau of Consular Affairs has
reported that over 2,500 American
citizens get arrested and imprisOQed during their vacation, most of
them being for possession of.marijuana, charges of drunk driving,
public iotoxication, underage
dtifiking-- al behaVl· 1ffiff cou~
have been prevented in the beginning.
Rules and regulations vary
from country to country which victimizes sdme iAmericans because
what may be legal in America may
not be legal in select countries.
What may be considered a
misdemeanor in America may be
considered a felony in other countries, which are punishable by
weeks, months, or life in prison,
prolonged trials and/or the death
penalty.

rs

BE AN ANGEL OF CHANGE.

.•

~

caution·:~

The State Bureau of Consular
Affairs does take responsibility in
the safety of American travelers.
The State Bureau of Consular
Affairs can h'elp American citizens
by visiting th911 while they are in
jail. They cim contact personal
friends or famiTy.
·
Th~can present a list of local :
attorneys and they will interfere
with local authority if an American
citizen has reported experiences of
abuse, inhumane acts and/or mis. treatment.
In situations of imprisonment,
The State Bureau of Consular
Affairs cannot guarantee release.
They cannot pay legal fines or fees
on any American's behalf. They
will not represent American citizens during their )egal trials.
Imprisonment is onlx one concern about international traveling.
Another concern is the fact that
some young Americans leave
America to go vacationing, out
' they never come back.
They -nE;~er come bac~
be'cause tb~ · " · 11triv· ·s ih rlsk. and many of them lose it. Many
young people have died in the
ocean from drowning, as well as in
hotel pools.
Many of these Americans
were not licensed to operate watersport machines and have lost control and died or were badly injured.
Some Americans were reported to
have even fallen off balconies or
open. ditches.
Another concern about international traveling is proving
American citizenship when it is

time to re-enter the United State;3l,
Some foreign countries m;a~
not require a passport to enter·-but
it is unquestionably demand,ed;
upon coming into America. 'Lhe.
U.S. authorities of immigration 491
require some proof of Ameri.oa,n.
citizenship for re-entering :t-h~
United States. They have settled
that a passport is the best proof~Qf
citizenship.
ll• ,'i
Ultimately, young Arnert~
travelers are encouraged to tliH1Jq
first. Wise behavior may help
decrease the risk of becoming ;1~
victim in an unfortunate accid~nlt
It is crucial to get as much infu.ti~
mation about the foreign cdut'lt~
you wi ll be traveling to befu~e:
going 11broad.
) ., :
The State, Bureau of Consular
Affairs is dedicated to providing;a~
much information as possibl~:<.
about international traveling _at:
http://travel.state.gov.
,'·

Remember the risks wh en
.
trave I1ng.
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The Bronze Goddess of CSUSB:
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The statue's name is "The Bronze Goddess". It was donated to the San Manuel Student Umon
Mr. Coussoulis, who also donated to the Coussoulis Arena. You can see thi::fstatue in the center.•:
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Columnist Art Buchwald chooses death with dignity
can just enjoy life and see where it
takes me."
For a man who was born a
nowhere man, from an orphanage
to the streets of Paris, to marching
in a May Day parade in East
Germany,- you can't say that Art
Buchwald has nut had a satisfying
life.
He is one of the lucky ones
who will have a satisfYing end.
His columns have been collected
into more than 30 anthologies, he
has written two memoirs, and
more.than 30 books.
It's hard to think of dying and
laugh. It's easier to think about
death and cry. When you hear of
the deaths in Iraq or the suicide
bombings in Israel, it's a shame
that most people are immune to

Jesus Igualate
Staff Writer

them because they hear about them
so often.
It falls in what Joseph Stalin
once said, "One death is a tragedy,
one million deaths is a statistic."
What a shame. It is easy to
forget that all those who have lost
their lives deserved to end like Art
Buchwald. At the end of the day
that's how every human being
wants to pass away; on their own
terms.
So, when · that fateful day
comes and we pick up the newspaper announcing Buchwald's death,
we might think back to what JoP.n
Lennon wrote 40 years ago, "I read
the news today, oh boy, about the
lucky man who made the gl-ade,
and though the news was· rather
sad well, 1 just had to laugh."

"I shall not die of a cold. I shall die
of having lived,". Willa Cather
wrote, and no one embodies the
spirit of this quote more than Art
;Buchwald.
The legendary
.humorist, whose columns appear
~n · more than 300 newspapers
:Worldwide
including
the
Washington Post, is awaiting death
with grace and dignity, having
chosen to die rather than continue
treatment for a deadly kidney dis'ease.
It is a refreshing story about a
man who has chosen to die on his
terms and to live with the
knowledge that the end is near.
People everywhere, whether
it's here on this campus, or any'
;where
else, are unsurprisingly
scared of death. Why shouldn't
~hey be? There is no coming back
from it, unless you are Elvis,
~upac, or Ted Williams' frozen
~oay.
"Well, the thing I'm going to
):niss the most is global warming.
;rhat's the only thing I can think of
lhat I'm going to miss. And good
luck to all you people who are ·
going to have it," Buchwald
ceplied when asked by Tom
rokaw what he'd miss .
•• • In an age where the passing of
•>rerry Schiavo was made into a
•,:1ofitical and moral battle instead
the passing of a human being,
;Bu.chwald's final chapter has
):Hayed out like the ending of oqe
his columns, where he decides the
ertd ~nd not someone else.
' "I had a decision to make," he
said. "Continue dialysis and that's
bQFipg three times a week, and I
Courtesy www.harryvlalker.com
dOn't know where that's going, or I Columnist Art Buchwa'ld has always chosen his own path.
'
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Child prostitution is Atlanta's social disease
Fortuna Mehari
Staff Writer

Brittany, a sixteen year old
girl, waited for the men to arrive in
\
a sleezy hotel room. Accordmg to
ABC news, her pimps sent as
many as seventeen clients an
evening through the door. A man
can even pre-book the young girl
for $1,000 a night
We always hear about prostitution and s~xual exploitation of
young women happening in third
world countries like Costa Rica or
Bangkok, but a lot of this is hap. pening right here in the United
, States.
In an Atlanta airport, pimps
are meeting up with some of the
male passengers seeking girls as
young as ten years old to have sex
with. Sanford Jones, the chief
juvenile of Fulton County,
Georgia, said that these men are

able to meet up with the pimps in . here in the U.S?
According to experts, half of
the airport where they can hook up
the
street level prostitutes in
with these young girls for lunch,
to be under
sex, and be able to make it home to · Atlanta are believed
.
\
their families iri time for dinner. the age of e1ghteen. That means
These girls are deprived of their these men are coming' to Atlanta to
childhood at such young ages and have sex with a child. A child at
the age often should be playing on
something needs to be done.
According to ABC, an esti- swings and with Barbies rather
,.
mated 200,000 to 300,000 under- .than being lured into sex.
Atlanta has become the numage girls are prostituted right here
in the United States and most ber one sex center in the country.
youths caught up in sex trade are As the United States of America
runaways. Up to 90 percent of run- we are said to be a country that
aways are believed to end up as stands for equal1ty and civil rights,
prostitutes, with a third lured into but there is some activity going on
that would prove other wise .
prostitution within 48 hours.
Child sexual expl~itation is
Some are even sold into sexual slavery by their parents. This is now believed to be the worlds'
third-biggest money maker for
~e kind of 's tuff we he¥ about
going on in third world,. tountries, organized crime, so we need to not
but the United States of America is be ignorant about the situation but
I
•
not a third world country, so why realize this is a problem th,at is
is so much of this disgusting and going on in our country and it
despicable activity going on right needs to be stopped.

T~TME,

I 'M?Ul.D'VE
LOVED STARTIM7
OUT WITH

NOTHtNG!,.

·
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VC£Jlaratfuate taraetina professors
Jaymes Merritt
Staff Writer

I fmnly believe that Andrew
Jones is desperately in need of a
se~re reality check. For those
who do not recognize the name,
Jones is a conservative activist'
who wants to record lecturers at
UCLA. This alone is not a terrible
tbt\g, and most professors would
be more than happy to oblige. The
problem is that Jones is not a student - at least not anymore.
Instead, he proposes to pay current
students for recordings and lecture
notes of certain instructors that he
feels are too liberal.
Jones l)as created an independent alumni organization with
some fairly influenti~l advisors
and board members. Among them
is a Reagan-administrati<?_n official, a
former Republican
Representative, and an exCalifornia Republican Party
Chairman.
It seems that no one with a
contemporary political existence
will touch this guy with a ten-foot
pole. Apparently neither will his
initial supporters, since at least
three board members have quit in
the last week.
The theory behind Jones'
actions is to inform prospective
s!J.ldents about what will be

Classifieds
. Job Opening
Shandin Hills Golf Club. 33 80
Little Mountain Drive. San
Bernardino, CA 92405. J>artTime Convenience Cart
Attendant and Part-Time
J3anquet Servers needed.
Apply in person or call: (909)
886-2322.

encountered in the classroom s
they can make an informed deci
sion on whether or not to take a
particular class.
In reality, Jones is targeting
teachers he feels are converting the
classroom into forums for leftwing agendas. He plans on using
the recordings and teaching materials as "evidence" against the professors in question. You would
think that the son of two respected
schoolteachers would know better.
Jones graduated from UCLA
in 2003 with a bachelor's degree in
political science, and he bas been a
wrecking ball ever since. He concedes that he has been fired from
no less than two research jobs, one
with a fellow conservative activist
who called him "uncontrollable"
and another with U.S. News and
World Report.
He is currently suing a third
company for allegedly not paying
him for overtime in "customer
service." Sounds like the kind of
person from which I would want
philosophical advice.
I wish that someone would
explain to me what any of this has
to do with the quality of education
students receive from this prestigious institution. Everyone has
encountered professors that they
do not necessarily agree with, but
that does not lessen the quality of

their knowledge or instruction.
Offering bounties for outing "radical professors" is not criticism, it is
an attack of political strong-arm
techniques.
I challenge Mr. Jones to
debate his case against any professional educator.
Therein lies the problem with
this issue. There is no debate, no
exchange of ideas, ~nd no substantial argument. It is not about furthering academic ideals, it's about
imposing the personal political
beliefs of a few individuals while
diminishing the beliefs of many
others.
None of the targeted professors have had a student file an official complaint about political
views, and if there were, it would
be the obligation of the university
to investigate by having an administrator sit in on classes.
I salute our educators for the
sacrifices they have made in order
to further education, and I feel they
deserve whatever opinion they
wish to adopt. Most instructors
teach purely for the joy of passing
on their knowledge and wisdom,
not the paycheck.
To disregard this is not only
disrespectful, but also totally ignorant. It.is my belief that ignorance
has a name, and it is Andrew
Jones.
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Room for Rent
$ 450 plus some utilities.
Includes washer and dryer. ·
Quiet, close to campus and
bus lines. (909) 633-0779.

Writers Needed

Attention Cal State students! Are you prepared to take your grad uate school
admissions exam? The College of Extended Learning can help with one of our
convenient online test preparation courses.
Choose from:
• GRE Preparation • OMAT Preparation
of Extended Le.arning
Register online at· http://cei.csusb.edu or
CALIFORNIA STAT. UNlVIIftSITY
SAN BIIRNARDif!IO
call (909) 537-5981 for a FREE Bulletin
http://cel.csus~.edu
of courses.

C@LLEGE

Calling all writers! The
Coyote Chronicle is looking
for guest writers. Works submitted are subject to editing.
For more information contact
the Coyote Chronicle at (909) ·
537-5289 or email
sbchron@csusb.edu.
Submittions do not guarantee
you p~blication in the
Chronicle.
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The
Coyote
Locker
Room
Sarah Reneker: Featured
Athlete, 5-6, Senior Uti lity
In a .Nutshell: Reneker who
missed the 2005 season d~e to
injury is back leading the pack.
Entering this season Reneker is
the all-time leading with 238 with
five more games to play this season. She also holds the record for
goals scored in a single-season
with 117 in 2004.
Reneker is also the career
leader in ejections drawn with
124 and No. 3 in career assists
with 60 entering this season.
Sarah has played all but two
matches this season, while being
~strong teammate and motivational leader.
She values teamwork and is
really proud of where the team
stands this season. Reneker is
optimistic and proud of what the
team has accomplished so far and
strives to be successful in the
closing weeks of the season.
Age: 22
Hometown: Riverside, CA
High School: North High School
Major: Mass Media
Role Model: Family, Teammates
and Coaches
Fovorite Athlete: Peter Forsber~
Favorite Movie: Anything with
Julia Roberts
Favorite Musical Artist:

Audioslave
Favorite TV Show: Family Guy
Most memorable sports
moment: "When we played
against LMU. The team played
well and was so united, it was
phenomenal."
Pregame Rituals/Superstitions:
Likes to be in the water first
before any of her teammates, she
says it helps her focus.
Hobbies: Photography and scrap
booking
Future Goals: To be successful ·
Other Sports Played:
"Throughout the years I've
played softball, basketball, swimming, and soccer.
Other Honors Attained: "I was
awarded second team in WWPA
(Western Water Polo Association)
and all-American in 2004"
Aspirations for this year: "I
hope to finish strong and continue
to play well with my teammates."
What do you think about the
season: "As the season comes to
an end, we hav(j. accomplished a
lot. Everyone plays hard and we
have become very successful."
As Told to

classmen that have made an
impact this season. "They came in
and worked just as hard," Coach
Cal State San Bernardino Riddle said when speaking of her
wound up with two wins and three younger players. "Rozz Rios has
losses in five games at the Togo's come in and stepped up."
Tournament of Champions hosted
This is not to say that veteran
by Cal State Stanislaus this past players have not played an instruweekend .the Coyotes edged Saint mental role in the team's improveMartin's University 3-2 in eight ment. "Michelle and Lindsay
innings in the first game and a 6-l Caulderon have been huge for us,"
win qver Central Washington in Riddle said.
Junior Krista
the second. Then they lost to Hernandez, the fo~er CCCA
Seattle Freshman of the Year, leads the
Hawaii
Hila
4-1,
University 2-1 and Western team thus far with 8 homeruns, 22
Washington 3-0.
RBI, and a .380 batting average.
What a difference a year
"If we do not finish above
makes. With a mark of 14-23, 7-7 .500 in conference I'm going to be
in conference, the Coyotes softball disappointed," Riddle said. The
team has already surpassed last team is currently standing at .500
year's win total. And they're with all but two of their remaining
doing it with youth.
opponents in . their conference.
The squad had only five One more .conference win would
starters returning from last season already give them more than they
and only one of those is a senior. achieved all of last year.
Still, they have made waves of
Despite doubts that may have
progress under first year coach arisen after last season, the team
Tacy Riddle. They are currently has been lifted and found a
six games ahead oflast year's pace . renewed confidence under first
when they finished 11-42, 7-21 in year coach Riddle.
conference.
When asked of her feelings
Coach Riddle acknowledges about the large amount of returntheir improved play but is not will- ing players and next season's
ing to accept the credit. According potential, Riddle stated her exciteto Riddle, their success is due to ment but was quick to point out
the "belief they have in them- that she is still fully emerged in the
selves. They should get all of the present.
The Coyote's next game is
credit. They give 100%.'.'
Redshirt Freshmen standout away April 8 against conference
Rozz Rios ieads the pack of under- opponent Cal State Monterey Bay.
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slips away
Coutesy of
Coyote Online
Central Oklahoma edged
Wayland Baptist who came on
strong in the ftnal round to win the
Grand Canyon Univer~ity Men's
Golf Spring Invitational at the
Palm Valley Golf Club in
Goodyear, Arizona on Tuesday
afternoon . .
Cal State San Bernardino
entered round three in the lead but·
shot 291 in the final round to fall
back to fourth place at +5 over.
!Dane Bagnell led the ,.·Coyote
golfers, finishing with a-two-under
211 , good for fifth place. .
Central Oklahoma finished
the tournament as a team shooting
-4 under to beat out Wayland
Baptist who shot a tournament
team low round of274 on Tuesday
to fmisb -3 under. Point Lorna
Nazarene rounded out the top finishers ending at +4 to place third.
Individual medalist honors go
to Blake Slaughter of St. Edwards

.

Can Of Corn: Fr. utility Melissa ~odriguez makes the sweet back-handed grab during the tourny. '

s,.ed speaks donors listed'

Fourth
round lead

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

Jr. Ralph Baxley chips away.

(TX) who finished -4 under.
Slaughter tied with Joe Prince of
Pt. Lorna , other CSUSB scores
were: T 12.Bryan Newman 214; T
19 Ryan Plummer 216; T 19 Ralph
Baxley 216; and T 50 Mark
Startup 225.
Cal State San Bernardino
takes to the course again next
Monday and Tuesday, playing in
the Buzzini/CSU Stanislaus tourney.

T

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

...

Shea Johnson
Staff Writer

also realized, he said, that he could ing knee injury less than two Ye-ar§
accomplish anything as long he into his professional career, the
bad the will and was given the preparation his family had inspired
allowed him to have a successfu1
Coyote Athletics is pleased to opportunity.
Shed continued, "People say ' life after basketball.
have had the opportunity to presHe's now an administrator at
ent Mr. Nevil Shed as the guest that game broke the color barrier
speaker at the Coyote Athletic in basketball. No sir. It happened the University of Texas-San
when we were given the chance to Antonio. He has worked for' tpe
Association~najor donor
play at a major school and show UT system for over 20 years. He
reception.
Shed was a member of the that we could play at any level, if has operated youth basketbail
camps ·for the San Antonio Spurs
1966 Texas Western (presently we prepared."
for the past 20 years.
University ofTexas, El Paso) team
Recalling his collegiate days
which defeated Kentucky for the
in a special 40th anniversary webnational championship. The team
was unique in that it was the first
site at www.utcpathletics.cofu,
Shed said: "I remember one of
NCAA team to start an all-Black
those practices as clear as if it wa~ .
team. This made a statement for
yesterday.
the NCAA and for civil rights in
Coach (Don) Haskins calle9
America. .The recently-released
movie Glory Road is this team's
us together and said we were ohe
of the worst teams he'd ever seen.
story.
He
said we' d really struggle to
The 6-8 Shed averaged 10.6
beat anybody. I kind of leaned o~t,
points and 7.9 rebounds a game for
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB looked down the line and we did
the Miners, scoring in double fig.:
look a little puny."
·''
ures 18 times. Frank DeFord, in an Mr. Nevil Shed (L) is currently
an Administrator at UTSA.
The team went 28-l in that
~rticle for Sports Illustrated on the
magical season, defeating Pat
1966 NCAA tournament referred
That preparation allowed Riley , Lou Dampier and Kentucky:
to Shed as "The Shadow."
•
Shed said his parents fre- Shed to go on and play in the NBA in the NCAA title game.
quently reminded him to think alongside Bill Russell, Tommy
The donor reception raised
•
positively, and to turn any negative. Heinsohn, John Havlicek and K.C. $10,000 for Coyote Athletics,:
associ-•
acVon or comment into a positive Jones with the Boston Celtics. according to Mike Kovack,
.
one, and that is what he did. He When Shed suffered a career-end- ate athletic director

.

CAN IMAGINE WE'VE SEEN WORSE.
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'Yotes go 2-3 at Togo TournY··

'
WH~TEVER YOU

Unstoppable: Sr. utility Sarah
Reneker gives opposing players and coaches problems
with her signature back-hand
scoring maneuver.
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'Yotes .k eeping pace
in the play~off race
Justin Hixson
Staff Writer

:

Robert Whitehead/CSUSB

:=;puthpaw: Senior Douglas Brandt throwing heat, has compiled 44 strikeouts on the season.

The Coyotes' baseball team
has had a roller coaster first half of
the season,. which has led to a
record that has hovered around
.500 all year.
Despite this up and down
beginning, the Coyotes are still in
good position to make the playoffs.
·
The Coyotes, winners of four
out of their last five games; are 1412 overall, and sit in a tie fo r second in the CCAA conference with
a record of 12-8. The baseball
team is only a game back of first
place Sonoma State with 20 games
to go.
While the pitching has struggled, with a .team ERA of 5.20, the
Coyotes have used great fielding

and timely hitting to secure their Brandt, who is fifth in the conferwins this year. The strategy of get ence leaders with 44 strikeouts.
them on and get them over has
While the Coyotes' baseball
worked very well for this team.
team has had some bright spots in
One of the highlights is senior the first half of the season, there is
first baseman, Rego Nieto. Nieto is reason to believe there are more to
currently batting .3 81, which is not ' come. After half of a season, the
only leading the team, but also new starters who replaced the
puts him sixth in the conference departed seniors should be settled
into their positions. The team ,
leaders .
Another player who is in the should have an identity of who
league leaders is junior outfielder they are and what role each memBrad Croxton. Croxton is tied for ber plays.
fourth in the conference with
The Coyotes' b&seball team
seven homeruns, and leads the has had a few games postponed
team with 25 RBI's.
this past week due to rain. They
As for pitching, junior were scheduled for a non-conferMichael Roccp leads the team in ence double header Sunday April 9
wins with a 4-1 record. Rocco has against Grand Canyon. They pick
a 3.98 E~ ttdead all starters on up conference play Thursday April
the teaJJf.
, 13, when the Coyotes host the
One bright spot for the pitch- Toro's of Cal State Dominguez
ers was so4thpaw senior Douglas Hills.

~

r oaching trio seeks Dl tourny invite
....

.

.

She broke her hand at the beginThe weekend of April 8-9 they
- :Matt Phelps
ning
of
last
season
and
missed
the
are
at
the UC Davis Aggie invita~tr;{f Writer
entire year.
tional.
Loyola Marymount
,.
••
Finwall said, "The expecta- University, Cal State Bakersfi eld,
•••
• • The CSUSB Women's Water tions were that the team would be Santa C lara, and Indiana are all
£olo team is in the homes;tretch of competitive." He also said, " It teams that will be in' this tournails "2006 season. In a year with big was interesting to see how they'd ment. Finwall said, "It could be a
~ins and crushing defeats, they are
gel as a team." Finwall recognized big weekend if we do well."
now making their push for the the challenges that the team faced.
Finwall was al o asked about
Western Water Polo Association He brought up the fact that they different coaches that he admired.
tournament.
have a new goalie this year. He He said Mike Shanahan and John
Tom Finwall is in his fourth said she is doing a good job but Gruden were favorites of hi s
season as coach of the Women's still has a little ways to go.
because of their level of intens{ty.
Water Polo team. In his first three
Finwall also recognized that He also said he liked B ill
years be produ~ed winning sea- they have had some challenges in Belichick for his blue-collar work
sons with an overall record of 63- defense. However, even through ethic an!! the fact that " no one is a
50. Finwall is a CSUSB graduate these challenges he found a posi- star, they all play as a team."
who teaches .advanced mathemat- tive side. He said, "We have a betTom Finwall is not the only
...
ics and computer science full-time ter work ethic than before. The coach that helps out on the
at Riverside Poly High School.
girls are starting to understand that Women's Water Polo tearn.
In a recent interview, Finwall the team is like a family."
Lorenzo Maya and Traci Statler
had this to say about his season,
The coach highlighted a huge are his assistants.
."So far · it's going pretty well, comeback the team had against
Lorenzo Maya has actually
we're 19-ll. We've had some Cal State Bakersfield. In · the assisted Finwall for all his years as
incredible come from behind game, the Coyotes were down 9-3 a Coyote Head Coach . . Maya has
moments."
at the half but held the Cal State been a water polo official for the
Finwall, whose team plays in Bakersfield scoreless in the second past three years. He earned his
NCAA Division II, stated that the half and scored 7 goals of their associate degree from Riverside
team that wins the conference , own to win 10-9.
cor:rmunity College.
J
would get one seed in the NCAA '
Dr. Traci Statler is in her secFinwall said that .CSUSB is in
Division I tournament. He under- an interesting situation because ond season as an assistant coach
lands the level of importance that they are a Divisipn II school com- for the Coyotes. She has a Ph.D.
1bese last few games hold.
peting against Division I schools in exercise and sports science from
'
Finwall said he came into this like Colorado State, UCLA, Cal the University of Utah with an
~eason with good expectations. State Bakersfield, and Cal State emphasis in applied sports psyQ ne of the reasons was because Northridge. These teams are fully chology.
~veryone was returning from last funded. They were able to beat
She also serves as perform~ear. The player he was very Colorado State and as previously ance psychology consultant for the
:fiappy to see back was the team's mentioned 18th ranked Cal State . United States Association for
Track and Field.
:l_!!ading scorer, Sarah Reneker. Bakersfield.

....

···""

Jason Palmer/Chronicle

Intensity: Left to right, Head Coach Tom Finwall , assistants Traci Statler and Lorenzo Maya.

Tennis strings a pair of
tight victories together
Coutesy of
Coy ote Online

Cal State L.A. opened the day
with wins in two of the three doubles matches, but host Cal State
San Bernardino rall ied to take four
of the six singles matches as the
Coyotes knocked off the Golden
Eagles on Saturday afternoon in
' San Bernardino, 5-4.
CSUSB improves to 3-7, 2-4
CCAA, while Cal State L.A. falls
to 4-5, 2-5 CCAA.
Cal State L.A. picked up doubles wins at the Nos. l and 3 spots
as the teams ofRonalyn Miller/Isis
Robert Whitehead/CSUSB
Jackson and Jennifer Avila/Kim
Team work: So. Jennifer Joy (L) and Jr. Corissa Cooks (R) both won their singles match.
Godoy gave the Golden Eagles ~

...

2-1 lead in the team score.
Elena Pak and Avila won m
straight sets at Nos. 4-5 singles,
respectively, and CSUSB's Leslie
Hom won a three-set battle at No.
2 singles as the Coyotes knocked
offCSULA.
The Golden Eagles and
Coyotes lined up for a rematch on
Monday afternoon with the venue
shifting to the CSULA Tennis
Complex.
Cal State San Bernardino used
four wins in singles and two in
doubles as the visiting Coyotes
defeated Cal State L.A.
Due to overcast skies, the
teams switched the traditional
order and opened ~e dual with the
six singles matches. Just like

Saturday's dual in San Bernardino,
the Coyotes took four of the singles matches as CSUSB jumped
out to a 4-2 lead. CSUSB then
clinched the team win with a victory at No. 1 doubles.
Jennifer Joy continued her
winning ways with a 6-3, 6-0 win
over Isis Jackson to get the
momentum started. Corissa Cooks,
Dorothy Elwell, and Doreen
Fernandez were other Coyote singles winners,.
Joy and Leslie Horn posted a
win in No. 1 .doubles, and Elwell
teamed with Xinia Chavez to earn
a win in No. } doubles.
The Coyotes take to the court ·
again with a pair of matches aginsts Sonoma State.
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